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Equivalence of the train model of earthquake and boundary driven
Edwards-Wilkinson interface
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A discretized version of the Burridge-Knopoff train model with (non-linear friction force replaced
by) random pinning is studied in one and two dimensions. A scale free distribution of avalanches
and the Omori law type behaviour for after-shocks are obtained. The avalanche dynamics of this
model becomes precisely similar (identical exponent values) to the Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) model
of interface propagation. It also allows the complimentary observation of depinning velocity growth
(with exponent value identical with that for EW model) in this train model and Omori law behaviour
of after-shock (depinning) avalanches in the EW model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spring-block system driven over a rough surface has
been studied extensively as a model for intermittent dy-
namics seen in earthquakes [1] (see [2] for a review). With
a non-linear velocity dependent friction force and linear
springs, these models are known to produce rich dynam-
ics. In particular, a well known statistical law of earth-
quakes, such as the Guttenberg-Richter law, which pre-
dicts a scale free probability distribution for the sizes of
avalanches, is reproduced in this simple model.
One version of the spring-block model is the train
model [3], where the blocks are connected by springs
and the entire system glides over a rough surface as one
block (the engine) at one extreme end is pulled. This
version is much simpler (to analyze and simulate) than
the Burridge-Knopoff spring-block model [1], where the
blocks are connected by springs to a moving plane which
drags the blocks over a rough surface. In these mod-
els, the rough surface introduces friction and the blocks
move to the positions of zero force once they overcome the
static frictional force (threshold). Movement of one block
induces forces on the neighboring connected blocks and
this triggers movements of other blocks and the process of
stick-slip motion of blocks continues. Though the model
reproduces some features of earthquakes, the presence
of velocity-dependent frictional force makes analysis and
simulation difficult. Further simplification is achieved in
the train model [4] by assuming a static friction that is a
stochastic function of position of the blocks instead of be-
ing velocity dependent. However, introduction of static
friction depending on the position and the asperities of
the surfaces and blocks at different positions render the
model complicated and difficult to analyze.
The spring-block model, in essence, captures the
threshold activated processes giving rise to the intermit-
tent dynamics. In our model, proposed here, we consider
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this exclusively and replace the frictional forces by ran-
dom pinning forces. Our model is a variant of the train
model, where the blocks are placed at the sites of a lattice
and connected by springs. In one (two) dimensions(s),
two such chains (planes) of blocks go past each other as
the upper chain (plane) is pulled at the boundary. When
two blocks from upper and lower planes come on top of
each other, a random pinning F pin is introduced. A block
slides only when the total force on the block F > F pin
and goes to the next lattice site. In our model, F pin is a
random dynamical variable chosen between 0 and 1 every
time a block slides and comes on top of another block.
We use a different definition for avalanches to cap-
ture both the Guttenberg-Richter law and the Omori
law, which are the two prototypical laws concerning the
statistical features of earthquake dynamics. It is to be
noted that in the original Burridge-Knopoff model and
in the train models, the Omori law could not be repro-
duced. We distinguish each of the slip events subsequent
to the primary one and consider each event occurring at
subsequent time steps. This can be justified from the
fact that in earthquakes, the aftershocks are essentially
a consequence of the primary adjustments (slips) of the
existing contact points and not due to further movement
(and thereby stress building) of the tectonic plates, which
moves in a time scale orders of magnitude slower than at
least the initial aftershock event’s time. Using this defini-
tion of avalanche, we get both the well known statistical
laws of earthquakes, namely the Guttenberg-Richter law
and Omori law.
We simulate the model and use finite size scaling anal-
ysis to determine the exponent values associated with
the avalanche statistics. We suggest that the essential
ingredient of the dynamics is pinning and randomness
and show the universality between the models with ran-
dom threshold and uniform lattice constant and uniform
threshold and random (with substitutional defect) lat-
tice constant. We have also studied the situation where
the equilibrium spacing of the blocks follow a Cantor set
(self affine but deterministic) and find that the exponent
values do not change. We have extended our studies to
two dimensions. Finally, we show that our version of the
train model is precisely equivalent to the interface prop-
2agation model of Edwards-Wilkinson’s (EW) [5] (see [6]
for detailed discussion on dynamical transitions on inter-
face models) pulled at the boundaries.
II. MODEL
Consider the one dimensional train model, where an ar-
ray of blocks are arranged on a discrete lattice. The
blocks are connected by Hookean springs (with identical
spring constants). The array is being pulled from one side
quasistatically, i.e. the block on the extreme right say,
is pulled until instability sets in, after which the pulling
is paused as long as there are movements of the blocks.
Once all the movements stop, the right most block is
pulled again and so on. This puts the system in an inter-
mittent motion after some transients. Three forces act on
each block (except for the two blocks at the two extreme
ends), two forces from two nearest neighbor springs and
another due to friction on that site. In our modified train
model, the major simplification is made by replacing fric-
tion force by a random pinning force. The value of the
friction force may depend on the properties of the two
surfaces in contact and therefore on every new contact,
this value gets changed. In our model, the pinning is a
random variable chosen between 0 and 1 every time a
block slides and come on top of another block. In a pre-
vious attempt [4] to consider friction as random forces,
the roughness properties of the surfaces were explicitly
considered in obtaining the friction force values. Here we
do not consider explicitly the roughness properties.
The dynamics of the system was carried out as follows:
If ri(t) denotes the position of the i-th block of the upper
chain at time t, then the net force on that block at that
time is given by
F toti (t) = F
el
i (t) + C(ri(t))F
pin
i , (1)
where F eli is the net elastic force due to the two neigh-
bouring blocks and F pini is the pinning force, which acts
against the direction of motion and C(ri(t)) is the condi-
tion if the block at position ri(t) of the upper chain has
another block below it or not (so C can take binary value
0 or 1). The expression for the net elastic force is given
by
F eli (t) = k(ri+1(t)− ri(t)−R
0
i,i+1)
+k(R0i−1,i − (ri(t)− ri−1(t))) (2)
where R0i,i+1 denotes the equilibrium spacing between i-
th and (i+1)-th block. Now if F toti > 0, then the position
of the i-th block is moved by unit distance provided there
is no block at that position. The extreme left block does
not have a neighbour on one side, so the equation is to
be adjusted accordingly and that on the extreme right is
the ‘engine’.
We mainly consider two types of chains: One is like the
usual train model, where the blocks are placed an equal
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram for the discrete spring-block
model with pinning. The upper figure depicts the case where
there is no disorder in the lattice spacings of the chains (IC)
and the lower figure has disorder in the lattice spacing of the
chains (DC). The directions of elastic force and pinning force
(working as friction) are shown for a typical block. The chains
are being pulled from one end quasistatically (see text). The
pinning forces in the IC case are distributed in a range (typ-
ically [0 : 1]) but for the DC case, pinning force has a single
value; it only comes into play when two blocks come on top of
each other and the randomness comes from the randomness
in the positions of the blocks in the both the chains.
distance apart; let us call this the intact chain (IC). A
non-zero friction (or pinning) force can only appear when
two blocks come on top of each other, otherwise the fric-
tion is zero. The pinning force is a random number drawn
from the uniform distribution [0 : 1]. Remembering that
the fault surfaces are rough, we also consider the case
when some of the blocks are removed from both the up-
per and lower chains; let us call this a disordered chain
(DC). For this case the pinning force is always unity for
all the blocks in the train in contact with the block in the
lower chain. As we shall see, even without a distribution
in the friction force, the system shows intermittent dy-
namics, which suggests that the effect of roughness of the
surface on dynamics can be incorporated into the disor-
ders of the chains. Remembering that the rough surfaces
are often self-affine, we also consider the case when the
blocks in the two chains are arranged in the form of a
Cantor set of same generation; let us call this self-affine
chain (SAC). This differs from DC in the sense that the
disorders here are correlated.
III. RESULTS
A. Avalanche statistics in modified train model
When the chain is pulled from one side, after some tran-
sients, the whole chain starts moving. All statistics are
to be taken once the whole chain starts moving. When
an instability sets in (a slip event) the pulling is stopped.
Successive slips may continue due to the first slip. We
count the number of slip events on every scan of the lat-
tice (with parallel updating). This number gives the size
s of the avalanche and the time is increased by unity after
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FIG. 2: The avalanche size distributions for one dimensional
train model with regular spacings of the blocks (IC), are plot-
ted for different system sizes. The inset shows the data col-
lapse with the finite size scaling form assumed (Eq. 3). The
exponent values are δ = 0.70 ± 0.01, which is the equivalent
of the Guttenberg-Richter law here, and the other scaling ex-
ponents are α = 0.40 ± 0.05, β = z − α = 0.80 ± 0.01.
each scan of the blocks of the upper chain. Fig. 2 shows
the avalanche size distributions for one dimensional IC
model. The scaling form assumed here (for this and the
subsequent versions of this model) is the following
P (s) ∼ (sLα)
−δ
f
(
sLα
Lz
)
, (3)
where P (s) is the probability of an avalanche of size s.
The scaling relation tells us that at constant time t, the
average avalanche size 〈s〉 decreases with L as L−α. The
values of the exponent obtained here are: δ = 0.70 ±
0.01, α = 0.40± 0.05 and z = 1.20± 0.06. These values
do not depend on the distribution of the pinning force.
Note that the exponent values are in contrast with those
obtained before [4]. However, with the earlier definition
of avalanches we get back δ ∼ 1.5, with no finite size
scalings.
In Fig. 3 we show the distribution of avalanche sizes
when a fraction (0.5) of blocks are randomly removed
from the upper and lower chains (disordered chain: DC).
We do a similar finite size scaling study as we did for IC.
The exponent values come out to be very close to those
obtained before. We have checked that the values do not
depend on the fraction of the blocks removed, or even for
different distribution functions for the inter-block spac-
ings (for random removal it will be exponential; we have
checked for uniform, power-law distributions etc.).
Next, we consider the particular case when the disor-
ders in the two chains are self-similar and arranged in
the form of Cantor sets of some finite generation. Rough
surfaces were modelled with Cantor sets before in the
context of earthquakes [7, 8]. That the distribution of
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FIG. 3: The avalanche size distributions for one dimensional
train model with a fraction (0.5) of blocks removed from both
upper and lower chains (DC), are plotted for different system
sizes. The inset shows the data collapse with the finite size
scaling form assumed (Eq. 3). The exponent values are δ =
0.70±0.01, which is the equivalent of the Guttenberg-Richter
law here, and the other scaling exponents are α = 0.40±0.05,
β = z − α = 0.80± 0.01.
friction values becomes non-trivial even though a single
pinning value is taken in every contact is also known [9]
(see also [10] for stochastic friction coefficient). The ear-
lier studies are infact the limiting cases of the present
one when the springs are absolutely rigid. The avalanche
statistics is plotted in Figs. 4. Note that while construct-
ing the Cantor set, in each generation we have removed
the middle third of the chain. So, while performing the
finite size scaling, the system size used was 2G, where
G is the generation number. We have considered a sin-
gle value for the pinning force as in the DC case. The
exponent values obtained remain similar to the values ob-
tained for IC and DC cases. In this sense, the avalanche
statistics are universal.
Next we intend to study the analogue of Omori law
in this context. We first define an upper cut-off (su) of
the avalanche size. The avalanches above this size is to
be called a main-shock. We also define a lower cut-off
(sl), below which we do not measure an avalanche. We
measure the probability that an avalanche of size sl or
above has occurred after time t after a main-shock. This
is found to decay as a power-law with time
n(t) ∼ t−p (4)
when t is large and the exponent value p = 0.85 ± 0.05
is not sensitive to the cut-off values (See Fig. 5 for IC,
Fig.6 for DC models and Fig.7 for SAC model).
Next, we consider the model in two dimension. The
blocks are initially arranged in a regular square lattice
(L × L) and the system is pulled from one side (all L
blocks) quasistatically. The definition of avalanches re-
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FIG. 4: The avalanche size distributions for one dimensional
train model with the blocks arranged in form of Cantor sets,
are plotted for different generation number. The inset shows
the data collapse with the finite size scaling form assumed
(Eq. 3). The exponent values are δ = 0.70±0.01, which is the
equivalent of the Guttenberg-Richter law here, and the other
scaling exponents are α = 0.40±0.05, β = z−α = 0.80±0.01.
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FIG. 5: The probability that an avalanche of size sl or above
takes places after a time t of a main-shock (an event of size
equal to or higher than su) is plotted for IC. This shows a
power-law dependence and the exponent value is 0.85± 0.05.
As can be seen, this value is insensitive to the cut-off val-
ues imposed. The power-law dependence is analogous to the
Omori-law.
main the same. We consider the case of random pinning
force distributed uniformly and the lattice is regular (IC).
The exponent values for the avalanche statistics are very
different that those for the one dimensional case. As can
be seen from Fig. 8, the exponent values for 2d becomes
α = 0.07 ± 0.01, δ = 1.15 ± 0.02 and β = 1.20 ± 0.01.
However, the analogue of Omori-law (see Fig. 9) remains
almost similar, although the power-law fit is not very
good in this case.
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FIG. 6: The probability that an avalanche of size sl or above
takes places after a time t of a main-shock (an event of size
equal to or higher than su) is plotted for DC. This shows a
power-law dependence and the exponent value is 0.85± 0.05.
As can be seen, this value is slightly sensitive with the cut-
off values imposed externally. This power-law dependence is
analogous to the Omori-law.
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FIG. 7: The probability that an avalanche of size sl or above
takes places after a time t of a main-shock (an event of size
equal to or higher than su) is plotted for SAC. This shows a
power-law dependence and the exponent value is 0.85± 0.05.
As can be seen, this value is slightly sensitive with the cut-
off values imposed externally. This power-law dependence is
analogous to the Omori-law.
B. Equivalence with interface depinning
The avalanche statistics of the discrete train model stud-
ied here is similar to the statistics of the interface depin-
ning problem. Particularly, this linear elastic model with
threshold activated dynamics is formally similar to the
Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) equation with quenched ran-
domness [5]. The EW equation for interface depinning
reads
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= ∇2(h(x, t)) + η(h(x, t)) + fext
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FIG. 8: The avalanche size distributions for train model with
the blocks arranged in form of two dimensional lattice, are
plotted for different system sizes. The inset shows the data
collapse with the finite size scaling form assumed (Eq. 3).
The exponent values are δ = 1.15± 0.01, which is the equiva-
lent of the Guttenberg-Richter law here, and the other scaling
exponents are α = 0.07± 0.01, β = z − α = 1.20± 0.01.
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FIG. 9: The probability that an avalanche of size sl or above
takes places after a time t of a main-shock (an event of size
equal to or higher than su) is plotted for two dimensional train
model. This shows a power-law dependence and the exponent
value is 0.90± 0.05.
where h(x, t) is the height of the interface (from some
arbitrary reference) on position x at time t, η is the
quenched noise and fext is the applied force, which is
uniform at all points. This equation shows a depinning
transition in the sense that if one measures the steady
state velocity of the interface for different values of ex-
ternal force, one gets it in the form
vsat ∼ (fext − fc)
θ when fext > fc
vsat = 0 otherwise. (5)
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FIG. 10: The avalanche size distributions for one dimensional
EW model are plotted for different system sizes. The inset
shows the data collapse with the finite size scaling form as-
sumed (Eq. 3). The exponent values are δ = 0.77 ± 0.02,
which is the equivalent of the Guttenberg-Richter law here,
and the other scaling exponents are α = 0.40 ± 0.01, β =
z − α = 0.82 ± 0.01.
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FIG. 11: The probability that an avalanche of size sl or above
takes places after a time t of a main-shock (an event of size
equal to or higher than su) is plotted for one dimensional EW
model. This shows a power-law dependence and the exponent
value is 0.80 ± 0.05.
where θ is the velocity depinning exponent. Depinning
transition in bead spring model was studied before [11].
However, that model was not discretised and the driving
was applied on each bead, where Omori law like features
cannot be observed. Apart from this steady state expo-
nent θ, one can also study the avalanche dynamics in this
model when it is driven quasistatically at the boundaries.
That the boundary driven interface dynamics and train
model can be in the same universality class was conjec-
tured before [12] (see also [13]). Here, we show that the
discrete version of the train model with random pinning
6forces is exclusively the boundary driven interface model.
The avalanche statistics, with avalanches defined as
before, in the interface problem is same as in the case of
train model (in 1d). In Fig. 10 , we plot the avalanche
size distribution and its finite size scaling and get the
same exponents. We also measure the rate of events af-
ter a large shock and get similar statistics (see Fig. 11).
As mentioned before, we also measure the steady state
order parameter exponent θ both in train model and EW
model. The results are shown in Fig. 12. The proxim-
ity in the values of the exponents suggest that these are
manifestations of the same model. Furthermore, we
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FIG. 12: The steady state velocities as a function of external
force for train model (top) and EW model (bottom) in one
dimension. In both cases the velocity increases in a power-
law beyond a critical point. The exponent are 0.29±0.01 and
0.30 ± 0.01 for train model and boundary driven EW model
respectively.
study EW model in 2d to compare with train model in
2d. Here we drive the 2d surface again from the bound-
aries. The avalanche statistics and rate of activities are
plotted in Figs. 13, 14. Again these are similar to the
values obtained in train model. Therefore we see that
the steady state and dynamical behaviours of the dis-
crete train model with random pinning are same as that
of EW model. In both cases the systems are boundary
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FIG. 13: The avalanche size distributions for two dimensional
EW model (driven at the boundaries) are plotted for different
system sizes. The inset shows the data collapse with the finite
size scaling form assumed (Eq. 3). The exponent values are
δ = 1.15 ± 0.01, which is the equivalent of the Guttenberg-
Richter law here, and the other scaling exponents are α =
0.05± 0.01, β = z − α = 1.20± 0.01.
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FIG. 14: The probability that an avalanche of size sl or above
takes places after a time t of a main-shock (an event of size
equal to or higher than su) is plotted for two dimensional EW
model. This shows a power-law dependence and the exponent
value is 0.80 ± 0.02.
driven and are of linear elastic nature with random pin-
ning.
C. Interface propagation and fluctuation in bulk
As mentioned above, the drive in 2d EW model (and also
in 2d train model) is applied along one side. Therefore
one may ask how the disturbances propagate through the
bulk. Considering the case of 2d EW model (of course
everything can be translated to the train model in 2d as
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FIG. 15: The velocity of the front v(t) (upto which distur-
bance has propagated) is plotted against time for 2d EW
model, showing a t−0.5 dependence. The inset shows the
width of this front, which is practically independent of time
(i.e., logarithmic dependence).
well), we study mainly two aspects of this disturbance
propagation: (a) Since the drive is applied only along a
side, in the early time dynamics, there will be a ‘front’
similar to the propagation of interface through quenched
disordered medium. This is a rough line with an average
velocity of propagation that decays in a power-law. In
Fig. 15 the front velocity and the r.m.s. fluctuation of
the front are plotted with time. While the velocity decays
as v(t) ∼ t−0.5, the front width does not show appreciable
dependence with time, making it similar to a logarithmic
growth. (b) We also measure the fluctuation of the sys-
tem along the direction perpendicular to the drive. As
one goes away from the line which is driven, the widths
of each line first increases, reaches a maximum and then
decreases to zero in the region which are yet to experi-
ence the drive. Since the front velocity scales as t−0.5,
the displacement (i.e., the maximum length upto which
disturbance has propagated and one gets finite width)
scales as t0.5. One can therefore scale the displacement
axis by t0.5 and make the end-points coincide (see Fig.
16). One then finds a symmetric curve, i.e. the fluctua-
tion in the bulk is maximum at the halfway of the range
upto which it has propagated.
There are two things to be mentioned here, first the
‘front’ may have overhangs. To deal with it, we are
considering the surface which can be formed by over-
estimating the overhangs (see [14]). One can estimate the
effect of over-hangs in other ways, and it may differ sub-
stantially only near a dynamical transition (depinning),
which we are not studying here. Second, while one can
study the time dependence by quasistatically increasing
the displacement at one end and wait for the system to
come to a halt (that makes one time step), one can also
make the entire displacement at one go and one time step
consists of one scan of the lattice. These two approaches
are not same in terms of avalanche statistics, but in fluc-
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FIG. 16: The fluctuation within the bulk of the system is
measured along the direction perpendicular to the drive in
2d EW model. After scaling the displacements, one finds a
symmetric profile of fluctuation withing the bulk.
tuation in the bulk and velocity of the front, these two
turns out to be same. Hence we followed the later, which
is computationally cheaper.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We study a discretised version of the train model [3] of
earthquake dynamics. The non-linear velocity weaken-
ing friction term is replaced by (random) pinning force
threshold and the movements of the blocks are discre-
tised, in the sense that one block can move one lattice
constant at a given time. This allows us to model the sys-
tem as two chains; one dragged over the other by pulling
the upper chain from one end. The blocks in the upper
chain, which is being dragged, are connected by linear
springs with identical spring constants, while the blocks
in the lower chain are fixed in position (see Fig. 1). The
(friction) pinning force is non-zero only in places where
two blocks come on top of one another. When both the
chains are intact (IC model; blocks are placed at equal
distances initially), whenever one block comes on top of
another, a random pinning force is drawn from a uniform
distribution in [0 : 1]. In the case (DC model), both the
chains are disordered, i.e., some blocks are randomly re-
moved from both the chains, and the pinning (friction)
force is taken to be simply a constant (unity) whenever
one block comes over another. We make the connec-
tion that this version of train model is precisely same as
the Edwards-Wilkinson’s model for interface propagation
through quenched disordered medium. This is apparent
from Eq. (2), when the EW front is driven by its two ends
in the transverse direction (perpendicular to the initial
position of the chain). Both of these models have also
been studied in two dimensions, where in train model
the system is driven along the plane of the surface, for
EW model it is driven perpendicular to the surface. We
8obtain equivalent results. That these two models may
be in the same universality class, was conjectured before
(see e.g., [12]), but here we show that the dynamics is
these two models can be translated to be precisely the
same with all its qualitative features intact and identical
complimentary features: Power law growth of depinning
velocity in the train model and Omori law in EW model.
The dynamics of the train model follows Eqs. (1) and
(2). The pulling of the upper chain is stopped when-
ever a slip event occurs. An avalanche is defined as
the number of displacements in one scan of the (en-
tire) upper chain (parallel updates are made). Time is
increased by unity after each scan. Further pulling is
resumed only when all the blocks have relaxed. This
makes an avalanche distinguishable from all the previ-
ously occurring avalanches and allows for the study of
aftershock statistics. The avalanche statistics changes
significantly (see sec. III). In both the cases (IC and
DC), the avalanche size distribution exponent becomes
δ = 0.70 ± 0.01 and α = 0.40 ± 0.01, z = 1.20 ± 0.01
(Eq. 3). The universality of the avalanche statistics is
clear: these exponent values remain unchanged irrespec-
tive of the details of the models (intact chain, chain with
random or Cantor set like disorder or values of spring
constants etc.). Next we study the after-shock behaviour
(Omori law) of the avalanches. We first search for upper
size (su) of the avalanche and choose a lower cut-off sl.
An avalanche of size greater than su is then taken as the
main-shock. We calculate the probability of having an
aftershock of size sl or above after time t of the main-
shock. This follows a scale free behavior (see Eq. (4))
with exponent 0.85±0.05, analogous to Omori law. This
Omori law was not detected earlier in any spring-block
type model. Like the EW model for depinning, we mea-
sure the depinned velocity for the train model (see Fig.
12). The depinning exponent value (θ = 0.29 ± 0.01) is
the same as the EW depinning exponent value. The ex-
ponent values mentioned above changes significantly in
two dimensions (see Fig. 8), though remain universal
(independent of spring constant, pinning force distribu-
tion etc.). The value of the avalanche exponent becomes
δ = 1.15 ± 0.01; the other finite size scaling exponents
are α = 0.07± 0.01, z = 1.27± 0.02. The Omori law ex-
ponent value (0.90±0.05), however, remains close to one
dimensional value. The fluctuation propagation through
the bulk in the 2d EWmodel was also studied. It is found
that when the disturbance (of pulling the system by one
end line) has not reached the other end, the fluctuation is
maximum just half-way of the total distance (in units of
lattice constants) the disturbance-front has propagated
(see Fig. 15). The disturbance-front has a power-law de-
cay in velocity, with exponent value 0.50± 0.01 (see Fig.
16), while the r.m.s. fluctuation grows only logarithmi-
cally.
In conclusion, a discretized version of the Burridge-
Knopoff train model with (non-linear friction force re-
placed by) random pinning is studied in one and two
dimensions. With suitable definitions of avalanches, a
scale free distribution of avalanche and the Omori law
type behaviour for after-shocks are obtained. With this
simplification, the avalanche dynamics of the model be-
comes precisely similar (identical exponent values) to
the Edwards-Wilkinson model of interface propagation.
It also allows the complimentary observation of depin-
ning velocity growth (with exponent value identical with
that for Edwards-Wilkinson model) in this train model
and Omori law behaviour of after-shock (depinning)
avalanches in the Edwards-Wilkinson model. The obser-
vations of universalities of avalanche dynamics and in-
terface depinning dynamics should shed new light in the
existing conjectures regarding the statistical similarity in
the dynamics of interface and fracture [15], interface and
earthquake [12] and the recent experimental observations
regarding the dynamics of fracture and earthquakes [16].
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